
Martin Hinshelwood
Consultant & Trainer for Visual Studio ALM, TFS, and Scrum

martin@hinshelwood.com

Summary
Martin Hinshelwood has worked with many customers in government, finance, manufacturing, health and

technology to help them adopt and improve their use of Agile processes and techniques.

Martin is a Professional Scrum Trainer as well as a Visual Studio ALM MVP and Visual Studio ALM Ranger.

He writes regularly on http://nakedalm.com/blog, and speaks often on lean-agile and process improvement with

Scrum and Visual Studio ALM.

You can get in touch with Martin through naked ALM Consulting.

Experience
ALM Consultant, Agile Trainer & Coach, TFS Specialist at naked ALM Consulting
February 2010 - Present (3 years 11 months)

Provides management and technical consulting for companies with software teams that are struggling to

deliver continuous value or that just want to improve that value delivery.

Every company deserves working software and I have worked with many customers in government, finance,

manufacturing, health and technology to help them adopt and improve their use of Agile processes and

techniques. I am a Professional Scrum Trainer as well as a Visual Studio ALM MVP and Visual Studio ALM

Ranger. I write regularly on http://nakedalm.com/blog, and speaks often on lean-agile and process

improvement with Scrum and Visual Studio ALM.

I would love to start a conversation with you to make your company more successful and more competitive

wither you are delivering software to your consumers publicly or privately.

7 recommendations available upon request

Senior ALM Consultant at Northwest Cadence
November 2010 - October 2013 (3 years)

Strategic and Tactical consulting on successful implementations of new Processes, Practices and Tools within

both small and large organisations

Including, but not limited to:

* Visual Studio ALM Implementation

* Visual Studio ALM Training

* Scrum Mentoring
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* Scrum Master Training

* Scrum Developer Training

3 recommendations available upon request

Solution Architect at SSW
November 2009 - September 2010 (11 months)

In my new role at SSW I will be tasked with:

- bringing SSW’s rules to European clients

- helping organisations be more proactive with the Visual Studio 2010 ALM offering

- migrating TFS 2005 and TFS 2008 customers to the joys of TFS 2010

- enabling SSW to have 24 hour operations

On top of this I will be using SharePoint 2010 and CRM 2005 in order to implement intranets and CRM for

clients.

Its going to be a fun ride, and if you want to take your company to the next step and you are in Europe, please

contact me.

10 recommendations available upon request

Senior Developer : Global Development at Aggreko
September 2007 - November 2009 (2 years 3 months)

In the last 2+ years at Aggreko I have worked with Visual Studio 2008 Team Foundation Server, Office

SharePoint Server 2007 and a number of WPF, Silverlight and ASP.NET projects.

Key Responsibilities:

Developer, Technical Evangelist, Architect, TFS Master

Key skills used:

.NET Framework 3.5, ASP.NET, VB.NET, XML, T-SQL, SQL Server 2005, Visual Studio 2008 Team Suit,

Team Foundation Server 2008, WCF, WPF

Additional Skills: IIS6, WinXP Win2003

4 recommendations available upon request

Developer : Capital Markets at Merrill Lynch
April 2006 - September 2007 (1 year 6 months)

Research new technologies for use by developers to help meet business requirements. Coding against new

technologies, like .NET 3.0, to provide demonstrations to business and development teams. Organise and

provide training to developers on new technologies. Provide audience specific presentations on new software

and technologies. Develop in-house application and generic reusable factories. Provide architectural support

for developers and assist lead Architect in design doctrine and best practices.

Roles: Developer Evangelist, Developer, Architect, Application Owner
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Key skills used: .NET Framework 2.0, .NET Framework 3.0, ASP.NET, VB.NET, FORMS.NET,

REFLECTION.NET, XML, T-SQL, SQL Server 2005, Visual Studio 2005 Team Suit, Team Foundation

Server, WCF

Additional Skills: IIS6, WinXP Win2003, IIS7, Vista

6 recommendations available upon request

TGN Fellow at The Graduate Network Ltd
May 2004 - January 2006 (1 year 9 months)

Recruited to lead a large community site project. Initially was the sole developer and tasked to build the

framework of the site in ASP.NET and using VB.NET. Also required the development of a custom Instant

Messaging application written in VB.NET and using a combination of web services and TCP/IP to

communicate.

Recruited a solid team to assist in design, build and implementation of the remainder project. The role in

addition to software development requires excellent communication skills in order to create trust between

team members, assisting them in identifying their particular issues, problems, and needs. A fast-paced

environment, working alone or in a small team; adaptability and creativity are key.

Roles: IT Director, Lead Developer, Technical Evangelist, Network Manager

Key skills used: ASP.NET, VB.NET, FORMS.NET, TCP/IP, REFLECTION.NET, XML, XSL, T-SQL, SQL

Server, Visual Studio 2003, JavaScript, HTML

Additional Skills: Exchange Server 2003 IIS6, WinXP Win2003

3 recommendations available upon request

Founder at Quanta Development Ltd
August 2003 - April 2004 (9 months)

Recruited into start-up company to provide expert development skills as wells as industry expertise to an

emerging software development company. Ability to work with clients and potential clients was paramount.

Long hours, a pressured situation and being in a different role and environment made this a great challenge.

Roles: IT Director, Lead Developer, Technical Evangelist, Network Manager

Key skills used: ASP.NET, VB.NET, FORMS.NET, XML, XSL, T-SQL, SQL Server, Visual Studio 2003,

HTML, JavaScript

Additional Skills: Exchange Server 2003, IIS6, WinXP Win2003

1 recommendation available upon request

Software Developer at Equator (Scotland) Ltd
May 2002 - September 2003 (1 year 5 months)

Recognised as an experienced and knowledgeable member of the team. Assigned many of the larger and

more complicated projects. Working on own and in a team to develop various applications, both web and

forms based for blue-chip national and international companies, with a user-base into the millions.
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Roles: Developer, Evangelist, Network Manager

Key skills used: ASP.NET, VB.NET, VBScript, XML, XSL, T-SQL, SQL Server, Visual Studio 2003, MS

Access, HTML, JavaScript, CSS

Additional Skills: Exchange Server 2000, IIS5, IIS6, Win2000, WinXP, Win2003

3 recommendations available upon request

Developer at Digital Animations Group (formaly BlackID / Black Graphic Design)
November 2000 - February 2002 (1 year 4 months)

Recruited as a graduate developer. Required to learn ASP3.0 in the two weeks leading up to commencement

of employment.

Roles: Developer, Network Manager

Key skills used: ASP3.0, VB6, ActiveX, COM, VB6 Forms, VBScript, XML, XSL, T-SQL, SQL, HTML,

CSS, JavaScript, Server, Exchange Server 5.5, Visual Studio.NET, MS Access, IIS4, IIS5, NT4, Win2000,

WinXP

1 recommendation available upon request

Honors and Awards
Visual Studio ALM MVP 2011-2014
Microsoft

October 2013

Visual Studio ALM Ranger 2010-2013
Microsoft

May 2010

Visual Studio ALM MVP of the Year 2011
Microsoft

March 2011

Visual Studio ALM Ranger Champion 2011
Microsoft

June 2011

D-Zone Most Valued Blogger 2011-2013
D-Zone

September 2011

Visual Studio Team System MVP 2009-2010
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Microsoft

October 2008

Courses
Higher (Scottish), Mathenatics, English, Physics,
Biology
Belmont House School

Mathenatics
English
Physics
Biology

BSc, Computer Studies
Glasgow Caledonian University

Quantitative Methods
Computer Technology

.................................................................................................................................................................

ALM Consultant, Agile Trainer & Coach, TFS
Specialist
naked ALM Consulting

Professional Scrum Master PSM
Professional Scrum Developer PSD
Professional Scrum Foundations PSF

Senior ALM Consultant
Northwest Cadence

Scrum with Team Foundation Server
Building Applications with Visual Studio ALM Tools
Testing with Microsoft Test Professional

Skills & Expertise
Professional Scrum Developer
Professional Scrum Developer Trainer
Professional Scrum Master II
Professional Scrum Master Trainer
Visual Studio ALM MVP
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Visual Studio ALM Ranger
Scrum Coach
Scrum Mentor
Scrum
Microsoft MVP
PSM I
PSM II
PSD
TFS
WCF
Agile
VSTS
Continuous Integration
Testing
Requirements Analysis
Coaching
Visual Studio
Agile Methodologies
Mentoring
C#
.NET
ASP.NET
Microsoft SQL Server
XML
Web Services
Software Development
SQL
VB.NET
SharePoint
T-SQL
Software Project Management
SSRS
Silverlight
WPF
JavaScript
Software Engineering
ASP.NET MVC
Agile Project Management
Business Intelligence
Test Driven Development
IIS
Entity Framework
CSS
SOA
Integration
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Projects
TfPlugable
December 2012 to Present

Members:Martin Hinshelwood, James Tupper, Andrew Clear

An extension manager for Team Foundation Server that allows you to deploy plugins from a NuGet

repository directly into TFS.

TFS Field Annotator (available on Visual Studio Gallary)
March 2012 to Present

Members:Martin Hinshelwood, James Tupper

Connect to TFS, select a Work Item and see the history on a single field.

TFS Service Credential Viewer (available on Visual Studio Gallary)
March 2012 to Present

Members:Martin Hinshelwood

The TFS Service Credential Viewer connects to your Team Foundation Service account on

http://tfspreview.com and using your credentials it retrieves credentials that you can use for an automated

service to connect and authenticate correctly.

Metaweblogs to WordPress Migration Tools
July 2011 to Present

Members:Martin Hinshelwood

Migrate from a blogging platform that supports Metaweblogs to Wordpress using this suite of tools.

Command Line Parser (available on NuGet)
April 2011 to Present

Members:Martin Hinshelwood

This is a nice little command line parser based on Ray Hayes codeproject article Automatic Command Line

Parsing in C#. I have adapted it to VB.NET and upgraded it to .NET 3.5.

Tfs Work Item Seed Generator
October 2010 to Present

Members:Martin Hinshelwood

This application allows you to increase the Seed for Work Item ID's on your server in a supported way using

the API.

Wpf Drag & Drop Behavior
August 2009 to Present

Members:Martin Hinshelwood

Wpf Drag & Drop Behavior - Allows the easy addition of drag and drop functionality in the same list, to a

diferent list of the same type and to allow linking between diferent data types in lists.

Tfs Elmah Log
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August 2009 to Present

Members:Martin Hinshelwood

A log adapter for the Elmah framework that allows you to report your exceptions from you application

directly into TFS

SQL Server and BIDS version Check in Policy
April 2009 to Present

Members:Martin Hinshelwood

Adds a policy to Team Explorer that allows an administrator to require a specific version of SQL Server and

the Business Intelligence Development Studio (BIDS) be installed on a users computer prior to checking in.

TFS Event Handler (available on TfPlugable)
December 2008 to Present

Members:Martin Hinshelwood

The TFS Event Handler makes it easier to notify users of changes to Work Items in Team Foundation Server.

You will no longer need to add individual alerts to users.

TFS to Heat ITSM
November 2008 to Present

Members:Martin Hinshelwood

This project will provide a configurable link between Heat ITSM and Team Foundation Server. This will

allow calls to be logged by helpdesk in the standard way, while using TFS to manage the development and

support work required to fix the problem.

.Net Service Manager
August 2008 to Present

Members:Martin Hinshelwood

The Service Manager is a series of classes to enable the management of “Services”, wither these services are

local (instance) or remote.

TFS Sticky Buddy
August 2008 to Present

Members:Martin Hinshelwood

TFS Sticky Buddy makes it easyer for all members of the development team to visulise the current state of

their project by utilising a graphical view of Work Items.

Tfs Task Timer
December 2007 to Present

Members:Martin Hinshelwood

This applition will allow user to send the amount of time that they are working on a task in TFS to the Work

Item Tracking system.
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Certifications
MCSD: Application Lifecycle Management
Microsoft May 2013

Professional Scrum Trainer
Scrum.org February 2010

Professional Scrum Master II
Scrum.org September 2011

MCTS: Team Foundation Server
Microsoft February 2006

Professional Scrum Master I
Scrum.org February 2010

Professional Scrum Developer Trainer (PSDT)
Scrum.org February 2010

Professional Scrum Master Trainer (PSMT)
Scrum.org September 2011

Education
Glasgow Caledonian University
BSc, Computer Studies, 1996 - 2000
Activities and Societies: British Computer Society

Belmont House School
Higher (Scottish), Mathenatics, English, Physics, Biology, 1985 - 1995
Activities and Societies: Cricket Team (Captain)
Rugby Team (Winger)

Honors and Awards
Microsoft MVP Award for 2014 in Visual Studio ALM, October 2013

Microsoft MVP Award for 2013 in Visual Studio ALM, October 2012

Microsoft MVP Award for 2012 in Visual Studio ALM, October 2011

D-Zone Most Valued Blogger 2011, September 2011

Visual Studio ALM MVP of the Year 2011, March 2011

Microsoft MVP Award for 2011 in Visual Studio ALM, October 2010

Microsoft Visual Studio ALM Ranger, May 2010

Microsoft MVP Award for 2010 in Team System, October 2009

Microsoft MVP Award for 2009 in Team System, October 2008
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Interests
New Technology, Reading, Developing, Movies
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Martin Hinshelwood
Consultant & Trainer for Visual Studio ALM, TFS, and Scrum

martin@hinshelwood.com

38 people have recommended Martin

"Martin did Scrum training for Backcountry through Scrum.org for three days and I must say it was very

useful three days for us. The whole team of about 50+ people thoroughly enjoyed the training and got a lot

out of it. In addition to great material and exercises Martin had a great style of delivery and won the respect

of everyone including our engineers, which is a big deal. In addition to the in-class effort, Martin was also

very forthcoming in helping folks outside class and still communicates with members of the team via e-mail.

Great guy, very knowledgeable & great trainer. Highly recommend him and wish him the best."

— Charanjeet Singh, was Martin's client

"Martin's Scrum training was not only informative and valuable, but also enjoyable. Martin's complete

understanding and expertise of Agile processes and Scrum combined with his personality helped our team

really come together and more fully understand the framework of Scrum and its impact on our development

processes. I would highly recommend Martin for any Scrum training you or your development teams may be

seeking."

— Bryan Rees, was Martin's client

"Martin is a true professional having a variety of experience in software development and practices. His depth

of knowledge in Agile and Scrum methodologies is evident in his teaching of the subject. I highly

recommend Martin for his great work and knowledge."

— Khashayar Rakhsha, was Martin's client

"Martin was hired to conduct the Scrum Master training at Mitchell International. Martin is a pragmatic

scrum coach and a great presenter. His teaching style stirs enthusiasm and collaboration, making the training

very engaging and pleasant."

— Hamid Zar, was Martin's client

"I enjoyed the Professional Scrum Master class I took from Martin. He is thorough, gets to the point, and

encourages class interaction and personal experiences and questions."

— Lisa Picka, was Martin's client

"Martin had 2 days to train/inject/answer SCRUM Master training for my division at Mitchell and handily
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delivered. He was great at presentation and concepts while demonstrating firsthand knowledge through his

own experience. Much appreciated and would hire Martin again for more training or personal coaching."

— Daniel Jacobs, was Martin's client

"Thanks to Martin's guidance and support we successfully upgraded to TFS 2010 from an unstable TFS 2005

database, moved our dev team to Visual Studio 2010 and implemented the finest product build process ever

known! I would recommend Martin to anyone, in fact I would insist they use him as he's the best ALM

consultant I've worked with."

— Paul Martin, was Martin's client

"Martin is a highly skilled and insightful trainer. He helped provide guidance to my team and for the

organization I work for. Martin took to the time to explore the many scenarios that one might encounter when

looking to structure an approach to adopt SCRUM as your primary software delivery solution. In working

with Martin, I was inspired to learn not only about SCRUM, but also about the other technology tools that he

supports and frequently blogs about. In short, I highly recommend Martin’s work."

— Mike Myers, was Martin's client

"My company contracted Martin as a TFS 2010 resource for the deployment and implementation of Work

Items. Everyone on our team was extremely impressed with the breadth of knowledge that Martin was able to

leverage and his ability to easily related his past experiences to our situations and explain things very well. I

was very impressed with the value of the consulting experience with Martin as we were able to soak up a

significant amount of knowledge from him in his short time with us."

— Shawn Weisz, was Martin's client

"I have been in IT hiring consultants on and off for 15 years. Martin is BY FAR the most knowledgeable

consultant in breadth and depth I have ever had the privilege of working with. He was not only intelligent and

skilled, his personality made him a joy to work with. If you need TFS or Scrum consulting, Martin is your

man!!"

— Suzanne Davis, was Martin's client

"I worked with Martin for a couple of months and I have to say he was great to work with, and this for several

reasons: - he has a great personality and he has a good sense of humour, which does help. - he has an

excellent knowledge of TFS and of what good engineering pratices are/should be. I believe it is essential to

have the right software development process, and Martin is the right person to ensure we do things the right

way. - he has lots of passion for what he does, which is very motivational for others. On top of that, he had

enough patience to explain to me inside out some bugs we encountered. I would highly recommend Martin

for any position where he could spread his knowledge."

— Julie Barbic, .NET/ Silverlight Software Developer, SSW, worked indirectly for Martin at SSW
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"Martin is a great ALM guy who really knows his stuff. He has valuable knowledge in this space and is well

respected."

— Eric Phan, Solution Architect, Scrum Master and Developer Trainer, SSW, worked directly with Martin at
SSW

"I was fortunate to have Martin assigned to my project for the installation and configuration of a new TFS

2010 server. The implementation included integration wih our existing SBS 2003 Domain, a new Sharepoint

2010 server, SQL Server 2008 R2 and a Build server. Martin's knowledge in the area is exceedingly

comprehensive resulting in a clean trouble free install."

— Bruce Peattie, was Martin's client

"Martin helps me solve all my TFS related problems. From msbuild problems, TFS template questions until

datawarehouse and reporting services issues. He is keen on helping and solving problems until the job is

done!"

— Peter Gfader, Senior Software Architect, ScrumMaster & Scrum Developer Trainer, SSW, worked
directly with Martin at SSW

"Martin fully understands the importance of process in software development and is particularly good at

keeping teams focused and on track. His knowledge and blogging seem limitless in this arena and he knows

ALM & TFS inside out. He is also a joy to work with,"

— Mark Hetherington, Everything Scrum & Agile, Software Productivity, worked directly with Martin at
SSW

"Working with Martin was a pleasure. His knowledge inspires learning and he makes the work environment a

enjoyable place with his sense of humor."

— Tiago Araujo, Interactive Designer and UX Specialist, SSW, worked directly with Martin at SSW

"I had the pleasure to work with Martin at SSW. He was an extremely capable professional who picked up

new technology with ease and joined project teams quickly and with passion. The depth of his knowledge and

his work ethic made him a "go to" person in our organisation soon after he started. Martin showed particular

knowledge and interest in ALM and contributed significantly to the improvement of ALM rules and

procedures while at SSW. He made those practices available not only internally, but also made them available

to the IT community in his blog, where they were widely read and positively received. Martin also advanced

the SSW engineering practices through his involvement with the Visual Studio ALM Rangers and his work

within SSW during our introduction of Scrum as our primary development planning and tracking

methodology. Martin's skills and passion showed in this area too as our solution at SSW for tracking the

Sprint and Product backlogs is based on TFS. He also completed the Scrum Developer Trainer course and

became accredited with Microsoft and Scrum.org, flying out to Sydney from his home in Scotland to

complete the intensive 5 day course. I would recommend Martin to any employer who has the good fortune to

be in the position to offer Martin a role in their organisation."
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— Paul Neumeyer, Solution Architect, SSW, worked directly with Martin at SSW

"I found Martin to be technically brilliant and personally very easy to work with. His dedication to getting the

job done the best way and his attention to detail to the process, as well as the result, made for a highly

reproducable level of excellence in our work together. He is very interested in Microsoft technology such as

TFS and knows development methodologies such as Scrum back to front."

— Ulysses Maclaren, Account/Project Manager, SSW, managed Martin at SSW

"Martin was a joy to work with. He really knows Team Foundation Server (TFS) inside out, got our TFS

migrated to 2010, get build server off the ground properly, and set in place many of the processes as well as

the process templates that we'll continue to use in SSW. Ever full of wit, self motivated, hardworking and

shares his learnings with the world. I wish all the best with Martin's future, and thanks for being a great

colleague."

— John Liu, Senior Software Architect, SSW, worked directly with Martin at SSW

"I worked with Martin on several Team Foundation Server 2010 setups, he was very knowledgeable in

regards to TFS2010 and was able to help rectify the weird and wonderful issues that pop up during the

TFS2010 server setup."

— Matthew Hodgkins, Systems Administrator, SSW, worked directly with Martin at SSW

"Martin is an extremely talented IT specialist whose knowledge and expertise are impressive; his help and

guidance in managing the group's Sharepoint sites is invaluable."

— Cath Pryde, Global Marketing Assistant, Aggreko plc, worked directly with Martin at Aggreko

"Martin oozes enthusiasm for all new technology and get's to grips with it in a comparitively short time

compared with most people I've worked with. As an IT professional, Martin has embraced life long learning

and is on top of the latest technology before it hits the critical mass. Martin's evangelizing of technology

brought a paradigm shift in the approach taken to development and his application of Microsoft Team

Foundation Server delivered massive productivity gains for our team as a whole."

— Douglas McNish, Director, Eglantine Technology Ltd, worked directly with Martin at Aggreko

"I hired Martin after an extensive hiring process of several months. Martin has brought a massive amount of

experience to my team when he joined and I will always be thankful for his knowledge he added to my

experiences. He took over the intranet (SharePoint) portion and over the last two years directly assisted me

with installing a MOSS 2007 farm and a workflow proof of concept. He designed our current Business

Intelligence Portal User Interface and is an expert in the field. His biggest support came as massive extra …

Martin introduced me and my team to Team Foundation Server to streamline our development. I then

believed he is one of the best TFS techies I knew. He as proved me believes right by achieving a MVP in

Team Foundation Server for 2009 and I believe he will get it again for 2010. There is several members of my
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team that believe the day they cut Martin open it will say … Made by Microsoft. Techie to the core!! I was

honoured to work with Martin as his manager But more important I would count on Martin as a technical

person I would trust if I ever need any technical advice in future. Martin is a bonus asset to any team. I wish

him well with his future."

— Andre Vermeulen, Team Leader : Global Development, Aggreko, managed Martin at Aggreko

"If you want the bleeding edge but you don't want to run the risk of head explosion from the sheer volume of

content you'd need to consume, Martin is the answer. A genuine technology enthusiast with a real passion for

software, Martin is an oracle of all things Microsoft. The biggest challenge in working in the software

development industry is the constant change. For most developers, keeping track is practically impossible.

Martin's genuine enthusiasm for the subject keeps him ahead of the game and for that reason he will

undoubtedly be a valuable asset for any forward thinking organization."

— Charlie Holland, Developer, Aggreko, worked directly with Martin at Aggreko

"Martin is a very driven Developer, extremely keen and always thinking out of the box."

— Gordon McCrae, GTI Manager (Glasgow), Mortgages plc, managed Martin indirectly at Merrill Lynch

"Martin fully embraces new technology and will without question give an honest and fully justified opinion

on all emerging technologies. I know that Martin is the foremost expert on the subject of Microsoft TFS in his

current organisation. A valuable member of any team he belongs to or group he contributes to."

— Stuart McVicar, Developer, Merrill Lynch, worked with Martin at Merrill Lynch

"As is written in the annuls of his blog, Martin is a dot net evangelist and technology guru, keen on the

promotion and use of technology; especially VSTS. We share a common in interest in Dyslexia. Martin is

moving on to another company. He will be a credit to any organisation who takes technology investment

seriously and appreciates the benefits of a multi dimensional free thinker. Now when can I get VSTS hosted

:-)"

— Paul Slater, IT Project Management Consultant, Mortgages plc Direct, part of Merrill Lynch, worked
directly with Martin at Merrill Lynch

"Martin is a forward thinking developer who always has one eye on the developments in Microsoft, and one

eye on departmental developments. This allows him to always look for new and improved ways to deliver

value added solutions."

— Jamie Henderson, Business Analyst \ MI Analyst, Merrill Lynch, worked with Martin at Merrill Lynch

"If you need someone with a detailed understanding of Microsoft technologies and of Microsoft Team System

in particular, Martin is your man. Martin has an infectious enthusiasm about technology and its application to

the software development process. He's an accomplished software engineer with a pragmatic, considered

approach."
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— Stuart Donnelly, Project Management Consultant, Merrill Lynch, worked directly with Martin at Merrill
Lynch

"Martin is a brilliant developer who always keeps on top of the latest technologies."

— Sajeel Munir, Developer, MortgagesPlc, worked directly with Martin at Merrill Lynch Europe Plc
(Mortgages Plc)

"Martin is a talented developer who always keeps on top of the latest technologies."

— Kirsty Miller, was a consultant or contractor to Martin at The Graduate Network Ltd

"Martin shows the same drive, determination and dedication in all aspects of his work. He is highly skilled in

his particular field and is constantly updating his knowledge and skill base to ensure he is always well versed

in new and emerging technologies."

— Adam Edwards, was with another company when working with Martin at The Graduate Network Ltd

"Martin has been one of the most inspiring individuals I've had the pleasure of meeting. He is beyond

knowledgeable about many complex and advanced technologies at the forefront of our industry as well as

kind, patient, and very organized."

— Iain Frame, worked directly with Martin at The Graduate Network Ltd

"Martin is an astute and results oriented individual; always willing to challenge and get the best possible

outcome for the client. He has the ability to get to the root cause of a problem very quickly and is able to

switch from detailed in-depth analysis to a facilitative and client facing role with consummate ease."

— Colin Weir, Associate, iw2d, was with another company when working with Martin at Quanta
Development Ltd

"Martin Hinshelwood is a fantastic software developer and throughout the time we worked together proved

himself to be both competent and a very hard worker. I have no hesitation in recommending Martin to any

prospective client."

— Kerry Furious Fyans, Online Marketing Manager, Equator, worked with Martin at Equator (Scotland)
Ltd

"With flair and confidence in his abilities, Martin was both easily approachable and enthusiastic towards any

task thrown at him amongst the tight deadlines and high expectations expected of such a top flight new media

agency."

— Iain Frame, worked directly with Martin at Equator (Scotland) Ltd

"Martin is one of the most thorough and technically competent colleagues I have worked with."
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— Catrin Ansell, Senior Account Manager, Equator, worked with Martin at Equator (Scotland) Ltd

"Martin was a popular, hard working member of the team. It was a long time ago, and we didn't work

together much as I recall, but I'd recommend him on the strength of his enthusiasm and willingness to

cooperate in a team environment."

— Simon Shakeshaft, Senior Planner, BlackID (now DA Group plc), worked directly with Martin at Digital
Animations Group (formaly BlackID / Black Graphic Design)

Contact Martin on LinkedIn
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